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Minimal wear. Clean pages.

I appreciate alternative views of history, what could've, what probably, what maybe and what

actually has happened and what is our true history. Combine all this with biblical theology and you

have at the very least a possible awesome inner (you) and/or outer dialogue with those who will

remain open minded and civil.

Great read for those of us interested in very ancient history. I do wish that the charts, tables, figures

and pictures had been included in the kindle version though instead of a lot of blank pages. There

was a lot of material to absorb and a lot of historical food for thought.

In-depth. Not an easy read with great depth but not quite what I was looking for. It goes into my

library for reference for which it is quite suited.

Though some items may be more conjecture, the corroboration of various European genealogical

documents reveal a much smaller age for Earth than is normally accepted. Cooper's mastery of old

languages transported me back to the very moment these accounts were witnessed.



Very informative.

Mr. Cooper wrote a fantastic defense of the historical reliability of the Table of Nations. Some of the

names are confusing at times, but what emerges is a solid historical statement on the reliability of

Genesis.

So much information presented in an easy to read, succinct manner. This book is a blessing.

Definitely recommend it to anyone seeking the truth.

Well written and well documented history of mankind after the flood. I find this subject very

interesting and love to find that the historical evidence confirms the truth of the Bible.
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